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ABSTRACT
The inflexibility of double-stranded DNA with
respect to bending and twisting is well established
in vitro. Understanding apparent DNA physical pro-
perties in vivo is a greater challenge. Here, we
exploit repression looping with components of the
Escherichia coli lac operon to monitor DNA flexibility
in living cells. We create a minimal system for
testing the shortest possible DNA repression loops
that contain an E. coli promoter, and compare
the results to prior experiments. Our data reveal
that loop-independent repression occurs for
certain tight operator/promoter spacings. When
only loop-dependent repression is considered, fits
to a thermodynamic model show that DNA twisting
limits looping in vivo, although the apparent DNA
twist flexibility is 2- to 4-fold higher than in vitro.
In contrast, length-dependent resistance to DNA
bending is not observed in these experiments,
even for the shortest loops constraining <0.4 per-
sistence lengths of DNA. As observed previously
for other looping configurations, loss of the
nucleoid protein heat unstable (HU) markedly
disables DNA looping in vivo. Length-independent
DNA bending energy may reflect the activities of
architectural proteins and the structure of the DNA
topological domain. We suggest that the shortest
loops are formed in apical loops rather than along
the DNA plectonemic superhelix.
INTRODUCTION
The worm-like chain (WLC) polymer model accurately
describes many important physical properties of the
DNA polymer (1,2). According to the WLC model, a
DNA molecule much longer than the polymer persistence
(0.05mm) is not rod-like. Such a molecule spontaneously
collapses in solution to form a coil with the root mean
squared end-to-end polymer distance equal to the square
root of the product of contour length and persistence
length. For example, the circular Escherichia coli genome
contains 4.6 million base pairs (bp) of DNA with a
contour length of 1600mm. The WLC model predicts
that the E. coli chromosome should coil to a volume of
200mm
3 in solution. However, it is necessary to compact
the chromosome an additional 400-fold to form the E. coli
nucleoid, occupying only 0.5mm
3 (a DNA concentration
of  50mg/ml) within the rod-shaped bacterial cell. This
additional compaction involves DNA supercoiling and
wrapping about packaging proteins.
DNA stiffness has important biological implications
(3). For example, tight wrapping of eukaryotic DNA
onto histone octamers is energetically expensive.
Favorable histone–DNA interactions must compensate
for this cost. Because certain DNA sequences have
bend/twist/stretch ﬂexibility (4–6) or bonding interactions
(7) that allow for preferred capture by histone octamers,
DNA stiffness plays a central role in genome-wide
histone-positioning codes in eukaryotes (8–10). Some re-
striction endonucleases require short-range DNA looping
(11), as do prokaryotic recombination reactions. Because
of intrinsic DNA stiffness, these processes are facilitated
by sequence-non-speciﬁc DNA bending proteins, such as
yeast Nhp6A or bacterial heat unstable (HU), which
increase the apparent ﬂexibility of DNA (12,13). Gene
regulation in prokaryotes (14–18) and in yeast (19) can
also involve DNA looping.
Classic (16,17,20–22) and more recent (23–28) experi-
ments have employed components of the E. coli lactose
operon as a model system to study DNA ﬂexibility
in vitro and in vivo (Figure 1A and B). Promoter repression
by an operator just downstream of the lac promoter is
enhanced by auxiliary operators further upstream or
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has been shown to involve increased effective local con-
centration of bidentate lac repressor tetramers. These
DNA-bound repressors collide with free operators by
virtue of the intervening DNA tether, whose properties
can then be studied by changing the tether length.
Previous systematic studies of in vivo DNA looping with
lac repressor have explored operator spacings (typically
measured from operator center to operator center) of
127–197bp (21), 58–100bp (17) and 63–91bp (23,26).
Analysis of these results has invoked thermodynamic
models (21,23,25,29) and mechanics calculations (30–34).
Because repression looping requires close approach of the
operators and is most stable when operators occur on the
same DNA face (Figure 1B), reporter gene expression as
a function of operator spacing yields information about
both DNA bend and twist ﬂexibility. Uncertainties
about the physical properties and conformational ﬂexi-
bility of lac repressor tetramers limit quantitative esti-
mates of DNA ﬂexibility from such studies. However,
DNA appears 2- to 7-fold softer to bending and twisting
in vivo versus in vitro (21,31). Interestingly, DNA looping
during recombination in eukaryotes has been measured
in vitro and in vivo, also revealing chromatin ﬂexibility
to be higher than expected (35).
Our laboratory is interested in understanding
these anomalies. We hypothesize that the presence of
sequence-non-speciﬁc architectural proteins (36) may
explain apparent DNA softness in vivo: transient protein-
induced bending at random locations mimics increased
bending ﬂexibility. The E. coli HU protein has been
shown to be important for repression looping in the gal
(37–39) and lac (23–26) operons. Sequence-non-speciﬁc
eukaryotic high-mobility Group B (HMGB) proteins
can complement DNA looping in the absence of HU
(12,13,23,25,26,40).
Studies of DNA ﬂexibility in vivo are also relevant
because of recent controversy concerning DNA-bending
mechanisms (41–49). At issue has been whether the
smooth bending implied by the WLC model is sufﬁcient
to describe DNA ﬂexibility down to scales comparable
with lac repression loops, or whether new bending
regimes must invoke DNA kinking. A particularly inter-
esting recent study (45) demonstrates that torsionally
relaxed DNA is smoothly bent, without kinking even
when the DNA is constrained into circles as small as
85bp. This prompted us to design experiments to
measure DNA looping in vivo for the smallest possible
lac repression loops containing an E. coli promoter.
Our goal was to determine if the DNA strain within lac
repression loops is accommodated over short distances,
where bending and twisting strain should be greatest.
Our in vivo approach is conceptually similar to a classic
in vitro study of DNA looping over  50bp by phage  
repressor (50).
Here, we show that plots of in vivo lac repression oscil-
late smoothly with lac operator spacing over the distances
tested. We further show that these repression data can
be easily misinterpreted at the smallest operator
spacings. Control experiments reveal that close approach
of a lac operator to the  35 promoter element causes
loop-independent repression that must be considered.
Accounting for this, we provide reporter gene expression
data for lac repression loops at center-to-center lac
operator spacings as short as 59.5bp, the shortest
distance where loop-independent repression is avoided.
We further conﬁrm that loss of the nucleoid protein HU
strongly destabilizes DNA looping over these distances.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Bacterial strains
FW102 (the kind gift of F. Whipple) is a Strep
R derivative
of CSH142 [araD(gpt-lac)5] and is designated as wild-type
in this study. Strain BL463 carries chromosomal deletions
in both hupA and hupB genes and is designated HU (23).
Gene deletions and the presence of looping assay episomes
were conﬁrmed by diagnostic PCR ampliﬁcation follow-
ing conjugation and selection.
DNA constructs
DNA looping constructs were based on plasmid pJ992,
created by modiﬁcations of pFW11-null (51) as previously
Figure 1. Experimental design. (A) Wild-type E. coli lac promoter
indicating positions of transcription start point (broken arrow),  10
and  35 promoter elements (vertical lines), lac operators (red squares)
and catabolite activator binding site (gray circle). (B) Schematic view of
closed loop containing repressed promoter. Operators and tetrameric
repressor are shown in red. (C) Experimental lac promoter designs to
minimize DNA loop sizes for center-to-center operator spacings between
49 and 83bp. (D) Enlargement of promoter region indicating predicted
helical disposition of RNA polymerase closed complex (blue oval) and
lac repressor proteins (red rectangles) for selected spacings along the
DNA (gray). An end view (DNA observed from upstream) is displayed
at left. The diagram is to scale based on 11bp/turn as estimated from
prior experiments.
Nucleic Acids Research, 2010,Vol.38, No. 22 8073described (23). Constructs contained a strong distal Osym
operator and a weak proximal O2 operator. The design
corresponds to Figure 5C in reference (25). Sequences
of all experimental and control promoters are shown
in Supplementary Figures S1 and S2 and Supplementary
Tables S1 and S2. The O2 operator normally present
within the lacZ-coding region was destroyed by
site-directed mutagenesis. A construct with a proximal
O2 but lacking upstream Osym was used as a normalization
control. Constructs lacking O2 and with Osym at various
upstream positions were used as controls in some experi-
ments. Test promoters do not contain promoter catabolite
activator protein binding sites. lacZ looping constructs
were placed on the single copy F128 episome by homolo-
gous recombination between the constructed plasmids and
bacterial episome. F128 carries the lacI gene producing
wild-type levels of repressor. Bacterial conjugation and
selections were as previously described (51).
In vivo DNA looping assay and data ﬁtting
Analysis of lac reporter gene expression was performed as
described (25). Raw b-galactosidase reporter activity (E)
is presented in Miller units. Normalized E0-values are
then obtained by dividing E-values by E obtained for a
test construct where speciﬁc looping is not possible
because only a single proximal O2 operator is present in
the absence of an upstream Osym operator. The repression
ratio (RR) is given by Einduced/Erepressed, where induction is
obtained by addition of 2mM isopropyl b-D-1-thioga-
lactopyranoside (IPTG). Best ﬁts to the thermodynamic
model of lac gene regulation produced estimates of
12 parameters (set of six for repressed or induced) along
with 95% conﬁdence limits for error ranges. These param-
eters provide a description of the speciﬁcally (and
non-speciﬁcally) looped, singly bound and free states of
the O2 operator under repressed and induced conditions.
In this context, hr is the DNA helical repeat, Capp is the
apparent torsional modulus of the DNA loop, spoptimal is
the optimal spacing between operators (in bps) where sp
is the actual spacing for a given construct, Kmax is the
equilibrium constant for the formation of a (speciﬁc)
loop with perfect phasing, KNSL is the equilibrium
constant for non-speciﬁc looping, and Papp is an empirical
parameter that captures any observed decrease in
DNA-bending free energy as sp increases. Equilibrium
constants K 
max and K 
NSL (Table 1) are normalized
values obtained by dividing ﬁtted values of Kmax and
KNSL by KO2, the equilibrium constant for repression by
an isolated O2 operator in the absence of looping. The
values of KO2 are independently estimated under repressed
and induced conditions for each experiment (Table 1).
These values replace the previous KO2 estimates of 1.0
and 0 under repressed and induced conditions, respective-
ly. Differences in KO2 between different strain genetic
backgrounds presumably reﬂect differences in lac repres-
sor concentration and DNA accessibility. As noted earlier,
the relationship between Papp and a true in vivo DNA
persistence length is complex (25). Fittings were per-
formed in two steps, ﬁrst a global nonlinear least-squares
reﬁnement to E (repressed and induced) followed by a
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8074 Nucleic Acids Research, 2010,Vol.38, No. 22global nonlinear least-squares reﬁnement to E (repressed
and induced) and RR simultaneously with Kmax, KNSL and
Papp estimates held ﬁxed from the ﬁrst ﬁtting routine.
Values and ranges for hr, Capp and spoptimal are reported
from this second ﬁtting. R version 2.8.1 was used for
all data analysis and ﬁtting. All data are included in
Supplementary Table S3.
Structural modeling
DNA supercoiling was modeled with a simple geometric
picture for a plectonemic superhelix with circular arcs as
end caps forming the apical loops. For a given DNA
length L and helical repeat hr, we calculate the writhe
Wr for a given superhelical density as L/hr*0.85
(assuming that 85% of the linking number deﬁcit DLk
appears as writhe). All of the writhe is assumed to
manifest in a uniform plectonemic superhelix based on
the model used by Boles et al. (52). The superhelix pitch
angle a is taken to be 60 . The superhelix radius r for the
images in Figure 6 was set at the low end of physically
reasonable values, 17A ˚ . The length of the end caps is
calculated as the difference between the length of DNA
in the superhelix (|Wr|–1)pr/cos   and the total length.
Each end cap is assumed to be composed of a nearly
planar (360–2 )  arc and two straight segments that exit
the superhelix at a (90– )  relative to the helix axis. The
lengths of the straight segments and the radius of the arc
are calculated from the length of the end cap assuming
planarity and then reﬁned iteratively to allow for the
straight segments being in planes separated by 2r.
Matlab code is available on request.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Experimental design to minimize lac repression loop size
The experimental design for this study is shown in
Figure 1C. The components of the lac repression loop
system were assembled in a series of simpliﬁed constructs
designed to minimize repression loop size while maintain-
ing an E. coli lac UV5 promoter within the loop. Both
the normal downstream O2 operator and the catabolite
activator binding site are removed. A weak 21-bp O2
proximal lac operator (repressor binding site) begins
1-bp downstream of the  10 box. The transcription
start site is at the sixth bp of the O2 operator. It was pre-
viously shown that this placement of O2 adjacent to
the promoter  10 element does not alter the function or
periodicity of lac repression loops (25). A strong Osym
operator is placed various distances upstream of the  35
promoter element so that O2–Osym center-to-center dis-
tances ranged from 49 to 83bp. Promoter sequences are
shown in Supplementary Figures S1 and S2.
This experimental design deliberately minimizes
repression loop lengths to explore repression patterns
for the stiffest possible DNA segments. This design
requires close apposition of genetic elements, as shown
in Figure 1D. The illustration shows predicted helical dis-
positions of operators (red), promoter elements (black)
and the RNA polymerase (blue) modeled as a closed
complex with the promoter (53). The elements are drawn
approximately to scale, and helical disposition is based on
a helical repeat of 11bp/turn as previously ﬁtted to data
obtained with similar constructs in vivo (23). This helical
repeat could reﬂect the inﬂuence of supercoiling because
sites of closest approach trace out a helical path on a
plectoneme (54). Operators are predicted to occur on the
same DNA face at spacings of  55, 66 and 77bp, with
loop-mediated repression expected to be maximal at these
spacings.
Full repression data set and analysis
Unedited experimental data for reporter gene repression
as a function of operator spacing are shown in Figure 2.
The upper panel shows the conventional RR, deﬁned as
the reporter gene activity in the presence of IPTG inducer
divided by the activity in the absence of inducer. Peaks
represent maximal repression loop stability. The previous
result for O2 positioned 8bp further downstream is shown
in gray. The two curves in the lower panel depict reporter
activity in the presence or absence of IPTG inducer.
Raw reporter activities are normalized to the activity of
a reporter construct where looping is disabled by
Figure 2. Reporter repression as a function of lac operator spacing
using data for all spacing constructs studied here (transcription start
site within downstream O2). Upper panel shows RR, induced expres-
sion divided by repressed expression, closed circles, ﬁtted to thermo-
dynamic model shown by solid red line. Lower panel shows normalized
reporter expression (E0) in the presence (open circles) or absence (ﬁlled
circles) of IPTG inducer. Fits to thermodynamic model are shown by
red lines (25). Standard deviation is indicated. Also shown for com-
parison (gray line above, gray region below) are previous data for
constructs with O2 downstream from the transcription start point
(23). Note the adequate ﬁt to the thermodynamic model for the
upper panel but not for the lower panel.
Nucleic Acids Research, 2010,Vol.38, No. 22 8075elimination of Osym, to give the plotted E0-values (23,25).
Also shown in Figure 2 are best ﬁts to a thermodynamic
model of lac gene regulation (23,25). Shown by gray
shading is the region bounded by the corresponding ﬁts
for prior data from constructs with O2 positioned 8bp
further downstream. The ﬁtted parameter values for the
unedited data set are given in Table 1.
Superﬁcial examination of the repression data in
Figure 2 show them to be consistent with prior results
for larger DNA loops, with periodic dependence of repres-
sion on operator spacing continuing to the shortest separ-
ations tested (49.5bp). This analysis tends to conﬁrm
previous reports (16,17,20,21,23–25), while extending
measurements to shorter DNA loops than previously
tested and demonstrating that optimal loop length does
not depend on the precise position of the proximal
operator. The data appear to show that DNA twisting
strain remains the dominant obstacle to looping in vivo.
Maximal repression values (troughs in E0 data) are not
appreciably dependent on DNA length over this range,
suggesting that DNA bending energy is not affecting the
rate-limiting step in transcription. Best ﬁt parameters
(Table 1) were comparable with those previously
reported, with a ﬁtted helical repeat >11bp/turn con-
sistent with the apposition of sites within a plectonemic
superhelix. However, some data in Figure 2 (particularly
E0-values) were not ﬁt well by the thermodynamic model.
Evidence that protein–protein interactions complicate
analysis of smallest repression loops
In fact, although the conventional RR data in Figure 2
depict a continuous periodic relationship between oper-
ator spacing and repression for constructs with oper-
ator spacings as short as 49.5bp, further studies revealed
a more complex picture. E0-values (normalized
b-galactosidase activities) for spacings smaller than
59.5bp appeared to be anomalous (Figure 2, lower
panel), e.g. low reporter expression (independent of
IPTG induction) at 51.5bp operator spacing. The data
are also questionable because of the large-phase shift
observed in the presence of IPTG inducer, an observation
that is difﬁcult to justify though physical models. Because
of the close packing of the  35 promoter element and the
upstream Osym operator in these minimal constructs
(Figure 1D), further control experiments were undertaken
to clarify the roles of DNA sequence versus DNA looping
in these results.
In cases where Osym and the promoter  35 element are
closely spaced, repressor binding to Osym (and perhaps the
Osym sequence itself) has the potential to inﬂuence the
function of the promoter  35 element. This issue was
explored by creating a series of control constructs contain-
ing Osym sequences but lacking O2. Construct sequences
are shown in the Supplementary Figure S2. DNA looping
between operators cannot occur in these constructs. The
results and interpretation are shown in Figure 3.
Figure 3A shows repression ratio (RR) data for Osym at
various positions upstream of  35, in the absence of O2.
The RR is the reporter expression in the presence of IPTG
divided by the reporter expression in the absence of IPTG.
For constructs without any proximal operator, uniform
repression rations of 1.0 are anticipated. This
is observed for construct spacings as small as 59.5.
However, constructs that place Osym and  35 in closer
proximity show evidence of loop-independent interference
(Figure 3A). This suggests that lac repressor bound at
Osym directly interferes with the lac UV5 promoter.
Interestingly, constructs with Osym even closer to  35
(constructs 49.5–52.5, Figure 3B) show little loop-
independent repression. In fact, the promoters in con-
structs 49.5 and 51.5 are weak even in the presence
of IPTG inducer. We reasoned that face-of-the-helix con-
siderations for repressor bound to Osym and RNA poly-
merase bound to the  35 promoter element might be
involved in these peculiar results. However, as shown in
Figure 3B, the predicted helical disposition of the bound
proteins does not provide a simple explanation. Based on
a structural model for the helical face occupied by RNA
polymerase in the closed complex (53), RNA polymerase
Figure 3. Evidence for loop-independent repression for Osym near the
promoter  35 element. (A) In vivo RR (+/  IPTG) for constructs with
Osym alone. (B) Schematic illustration of lac repressor (red rectangle)
bound to Osym operators just upstream of the test promoter. RNA
polymerase in the closed complex projects into the page as shown sche-
matically (blue oval). An end view (DNA observed from upstream) is
displayed at left.
8076 Nucleic Acids Research, 2010,Vol.38, No. 22projects away from the viewer for the indicated constructs
as shown in Figure 3B. The helical face occupied by lac
repressor is also indicated schematically in Figure 3B.
Constructs 53.5–57.5 show the greatest loop-independent
repression in the absence of IPTG inducer (gray shading in
Figure 3B), but these constructs are predicted to position
lac repressor on the helical face ‘away from’ RNA poly-
merase where steric interference should be minimal. It is
possible that the closest constructs appear not to cause
repression because lac repressor can actually make ‘favor-
able’ contacts with RNA polymerase when repressor is
positioned close to the  35 element and sharing the
same helical face (55). Such contacts might be detected
only for close spacings, and might be lost with helical
dephasing for constructs 53.5–57.5. The phage   repressor
provides another precedent for such favorable RNA
polymerase contacts with a repressor protein at close
approach. Occupation of   OR3 operator by   repressor
stimulates the proximal PRM promoter by cooperative
protein–protein interactions (56). In any case, this
analysis shows that the assumption of loop-dependent
repression fails for constructs with operator spacings
smaller than 59.5 in this promoter–operator
conﬁguration.
Analysis of repression loops from culled dataset
The experimental results described above suggest that
data for DNA loops with operator spacings smaller than
59.5 should be excluded from the thermodynamic analysis
because of loop-independent DNA sequence and/or re-
pressor interference. Figure 4 shows that the ‘culled’
data set is ﬁtted much better by the thermodynamic
model of lac repression. The revised ﬁtting parameters
are shown in Table 1. The data pattern can be compared
with a prior report (17). As discussed elsewhere (25), both
Figures 2 and 4 conﬁrm a  5bp discrepancy between RR
peaks from the present work (55-, 66-, 77-bp operator
separations) and those reported previously (59.5, 70.5,
81.5 and 92.5bp) (17). The basis for this difference
remains unclear, but one implication of the present work
is that RR data (Figure 2, upper panel) can be misleading
for short operator spacings. This may apply as well to the
RR peak indicated at 59.5bp in the prior study (17). Thus,
RR data can be misinterpreted in quantitative DNA
looping studies unless induced and uninduced reporter
gene expression levels are independently examined in
light of proper controls with disabled operators
(Figure 3). In fact, our own formulation of the thermo-
dynamic model used here was inspired by RR data that
appeared to show multiple loop forms. Only when the raw
expression data were analyzed did it become clear that the
effect was due to different lac looping patterns in the
absence and presence of IPTG inducer.
Effects of E. coli HU protein loss on minimal
lac repression looping
Previous experiments have shown that lac repression
looping is strongly disabled in E. coli strains lacking
the sequence-non-speciﬁc architectural DNA bending
protein HU (23–26). The minimum loop size examined
in previous experiments was 65bp, with O2 downstream
of the UV5 promoter transcription start point. New data
were collected in the HU genetic background for the
present constructs with operator spacings >59bp. The
results are shown in Figure 5, showing comparison with
ﬁts to the thermodynamic looping model from the earlier
work (23), and parameters are reported in Table 1.
Repression data in the absence of HU again show
looping to be strongly disabled: repression for dephased
operators in the absence of IPTG (peaks in E0 data) is
poor, comparable with repression in the presence of
IPTG inducer. For ideally phased operators, repression
is  5-fold poorer than in the wild-type strain. Comparison
of these ﬁts in Table 1 shows that K 
max, the normalized
equilibrium constant for formation of the optimum loop
from a state with singly bound lac repressor, is reduced
from 62 (wild-type) to 14 (HU), while the apparent
DNA twist constant increases >10%. Interestingly, the
present constructs (transcription start site within O2)
appear more disabled with respect to overcoming DNA
twist energy than the original constructs with transcription
starting upstream of O2 (black lines, Figure 5, bottom
panel). The apparent DNA twist constant is >60%
larger for the HU mutation in the context of constructs
with transcription initiation within O2. As previously
observed (23), there is little evidence of residual repression
looping for the HU strain in the presence of IPTG
Figure 4. Reporter repression as a function of lac operator spacing for
constructs studied here (transcription start site within downstream O2).
Data format is as in Figure 2 but limited to operator spacings >59bp
where repression is loop dependent. Excluded data points are shown in
blue. Fitted parameters are shown in Table 1.
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increases slightly for shorter operator spacings (Figure 5).
Summary and implications
The present results indicate that DNA segments as short
as approximately six helical turns can participate in effect-
ive repression loops with lac repressor protein in vivo.I n
contrast to what might be expected for DNA loops based
on the WLC model, the repression pattern does not
suggest increased resistance to bending or twisting with
shorter loops. As previously observed (23), the amplitudes
and extrema of E0 oscillations with or without inducer are
approximately constant over this range (Figure 4), even in
the absence of the architectural nucleoid protein HU
(Figure 5). This suggests that DNA twist inﬂexibility is
the predominant obstacle to looping in vivo. Only for
very weak looping in the presence of IPTG inducer and
the absence of HU protein (Figure 5) is there any evidence
for decreased repression with shorter loop lengths.
Deletion of HU reduces the apparent looping equilibrium
constant by almost 2-fold, while increasing the apparent
DNA torsion constant by only 9%. These results again
point to the involvement of nucleoid proteins in
facilitating DNA repression looping (23–25).
These data do not reveal whether RNA polymerase is
excluded from the repressed promoter held within a small
loop. RNA polymerase may be sterically occluded from
the promoter by crowding between two lac operators
occupied by the repressor tetramer. It is also possible
that the curvature of the constrained promoter, per se,
inhibits RNA polymerase binding and initiation (57,58).
One goal of this work was to reconﬁgure the experimen-
tal promoter and downstream operator to allow the
smallest possible spacings between operators while retain-
ing an internal promoter. We show (Figure 2) that the re-
sults are potentially misleading without proper controls.
Careful analysis of the repression when Osym crowds the
promoter  35 element shows loop-independent repres-
sion, and ‘increased’ expression suggests that repressor/
polymerase interactions may be favorable at the closest
spacings. Over the range of operator spacings where
repression can be shown to be loop dependent (center-
to-center spacings >59bp), ﬁts to the thermodynamic
model show the effective DNA helical repeat to be
near 11bp/turn. The apparent DNA twist constant
( 0.9 10
 19 erg cm) is 2- to 4-fold lower than observed
for naked DNA in vitro. This discrepancy may reﬂect
effects of repressor ﬂexibility and nucleoid proteins,
although deletion of HU does not substantially change
the ﬁtted value of the apparent twist constant.
Models
Most importantly, even for the shortest DNA loops that
constrain an E. coli promoter in vivo ( 40% of one per-
sistence length), ‘there is no evidence that DNA bending
strain limits DNA looping’. This observation demon-
strates a fundamental difference between the in vivo obser-
vation and expectations based on the WLC model in vitro.
This puzzle might be solved by considering the possibility
that lac repressor (LacI) is constraining a DNA loop
‘within a negatively supercoiled plectoneme’. Figure 6
shows two models for LacI:DNA loops in superhelical
DNA. Figure 6A shows LacI binding operators in
plectonemic DNA. Negative supercoiling helps bring the
operators into close contact, with crossovers consistent
with the V-shaped repressor. Positions at which the repres-
sor can make analogous contacts to an operator are
separated by multiples of the helical repeat: to contact
both repressor dimers in a V-shaped protein, the minor
grooves of the two operators must be facing in roughly
parallel directions. The model in Figure 6A would explain
why the length dependence of DNA looping energy is
small: loops of very different sizes make analogous
contacts within the same DNA structure. The model
also explains the apparent helical repeat of  11bp/turn:
in plectonemic DNA, the apparent DNA helical repeat is
larger than the DNA twist (54), because the patch on one
dsDNA strand of the plectoneme that makes the closest
approach to the other strand traces out a helical path on
the surface of the DNA, so it requires more than one
helical repeat to rotate around to an equivalent position
relative to the other strand. As shown, the optimal spacing
between operators is approximately half-integral because
the DNA has traversed a  180  bend through the apical
loop of the supercoil (31), but if the twist changes within
the apical loop the optimal spacing should also change.
Figure 5. Reporter repression as a function of lac operator spacing for
constructs studied here (transcription start site within downstream O2)
but in a HU strain. Data format is as in Figure 2 and limited to
operator spacings >59bp where repression is loop dependent. Excluded
data points are shown in blue. Previous data ﬁts from Becker et al. (23)
are shown by black lines, for comparison. Fitted parameters are shown
in Table 1.
8078 Nucleic Acids Research, 2010,Vol.38, No. 22Figure 6A resembles the antiparallel loops proposed by
Adhya and coworkers (59) for loops anchored by GalR,
modeled using rod mechanics for artiﬁcial hyperstable
loops by Perkins and coworkers (60,61), and modeled
with statistical mechanics and applied to repression data
by Zhang et al. (31) as the ‘LB’ loop. We suggest that
models like Figure 6A are reasonable for long separations
between operators, but they cannot explain our data at
short separations. To allow a  60bp LacI:DNA loop,
the apical loop in the superhelix would need to be very
small, requiring a superhelical density (approximately
 0.2) that is much more negative than the average unre-
strained value in vivo and for which there is no evidence.
Figure 6B illustrates LacI binding operators in the
apical loop of superhelical DNA. A putative ‘open form’
of the repressor is shown, for which there is independent
evidence (27,62,63). The blue protein illustrates one dimer
of LacI rotated away from the other, anchored by the
four-helix bundle tetramerization domain [as suggested
by Steitz and coworkers (64)]. The inter-dimer angle is
 100 , and the operators are approximately ﬁve helical
turns apart. The gray protein illustrates the second
dimer with an inter-dimer angle of  160 , with the oper-
ators approximately eight helical turns apart. The details
of operator non-coplanarity are ignored here, but we
suggest that the non-coplanarity makes even shorter
loops impossible unless there are dramatic changes in
the protein–DNA interface. DNA bending away from
LacI is also ignored in this model. We propose that
HU or other architectural proteins may enable bending
of the intervening DNA to allow the needed translocation
of the helix axis and also bending within the apical loop
to accommodate the outward bending induced by the pro-
tein. The model in Figure 6B explains the lack of length
dependence because, as in Figure 6A, different operator
separations are accommodated within the same DNA
geometry. The model does not provide an obvious ration-
alization for the change in helical repeat, but we suggest
that twist strain in superhelical DNA may be concentrated
in apical loops due to twist-bend coupling (65), or protein
binding required for looping may require twist changes.
The model in Figure 6B was generated assuming a much
more physiological   (–0.06) than the model in Figure 6A.
While the actual size of apical loops in vivo is unknown,
using our simple geometric model and comparisons
with more sophisticated theoretical treatments (66,67)
and experimental electron microscopy (EM) and atomic
force microscopy (AFM) images of plasmid DNA (68–70),
we can assess a reasonable range of superhelical shapes
and thus apical loop sizes over which the ideas in the
ﬁgure may be applicable. First, in the limit of absorbing
all of the superhelicity into a minimum-radius plectonemic
superhelix, the negative writhe per helical turn of DNA in
the plectoneme is much greater than physiological super-
helical density. Thus, there is a signiﬁcant amount of
DNA ‘left over’ that partitions into branch junctions
and apical loops, with the amount of remaining DNA
being proportional to the assumed topological domain
size. To provide a fair comparison to Figure 6A, Figure
6B assumes a 500-bp minicircle with a minimal superhelix
radius, giving an apical loop radius of  90A ˚ . For a
1000-bp domain, at   = 0.06 the radius of the apical
loop would be  150A ˚ , and at   = 0.03  180A ˚ .
Under these conditions, there would be no steric barriers
to forming shapes like those of Figure 6B, but on the other
hand there would be less unstressed curvature in the apical
loop and the observed insensitivity to DNA length and
changes in apparent helical repeat might not be expected.
The assumed pitch and diameter of the superhelix dra-
matically affect the calculated size of apical loops. EM and
AFM results as well as Monte Carlo simulations suggest
that at physiological salt concentrations the diameter of
apical loops is about the same or perhaps two to three
times as large as the separation between the strands of
the plectoneme, so that the DNA appears quite uniform
nearly to the end of the apical loop (66–71). For a given
superhelical density, we model this observation by adjust-
ing the superhelix radius so that as much as possible of the
DNA is contained in the plectoneme, with just enough
DNA left over to form an arc closing the ends. Thus, in
this limit of the ‘loosest’ possible supercoil, the radius
Figure 6. Schematic illustration of possible lac repression loops near
the apex of a negatively supercoiled plectoneme. DNA is shown in gold
with red markers every 10bp. The LacI protein–operator complex in
blue in part (A) is taken from the X-ray crystal structure [1lbg; (77)].
(A) Binding within the plectoneme. The DNA is modeled as a 500-bp
minicircle with   = 0.18 and the superhelical geometry parameters
described in ‘Materials and Methods’ section. Operator separations in
the two LacI:DNA loops shown correspond to  5.5 turns (blue, left) or
 12.5 turns (gray, middle). (B) Binding within the apical loop. The
DNA is modeled as a 500-bp minicircle with   = 0.06, giving a
radius for the circular part of the apical loop of  90A ˚ . The blue
protein illustrates one dimer of LacI rotated away from the other,
anchored by the four-helix bundle tetramerization domain. The
inter-dimer angle is  100 , and the operators are approximately ﬁve
helical turns apart. The gray protein illustrates the second dimer with
an inter-dimer angle of  160 , with the operators approximately eight
helical turns apart.
Nucleic Acids Research, 2010,Vol.38, No. 22 8079of the apical loop is minimized, becoming equal to the
radius of the superhelix. The results are independent of
assumed domain size, as observed in experiments on
plasmids of different sizes (67,70). With these assump-
tions, at   = 0.06 the radii of the superhelix and the
apical loop are  50A ˚ , and at   = 0.03  100A ˚ , very
similar to the apical loop size shown in Figure 6B.
In summary, the model of Figure 6A illustrates that
very short loops are probably impossible at physiological
superhelical density within a plectonemic helix. Figure 6B
illustrates the idea that binding of different plausible LacI
conformers within apical loops with a consistent geometry
can explain the lack of operator spacing dependence for
repression by short loops. Loops roughly the size shown
in Figure 6 are seen experimentally and can form for a
wide range of superhelical densities including the likely
level of unrestrained supercoiling in the bacterial cell.
Our proposal complements the previous calculations of
Zhang et al. (31) showing that an open form of LacI
would provide length-independent repression, but their
model refers to a ﬁxed open form of LacI that anchors
different loop shapes as the operator spacing increases.
Saiz and Vilar (72) have proposed multiple loop shapes
to explain ﬁne structure in our repression curves, but their
models do not consider the effects of residual looping
by inducer-bound LacI. RNA polymerase localization at
apical loops was identiﬁed in 1992 (73), and more recently
Travers and Muskhelishvili (74) have proposed that
non-speciﬁc DNA binding proteins and transcription
factors may act in part by controlling the formation of
short plectonemic regions and thereby the availability of
apical loops. Transient changes in superhelical density can
control the binding of proteins that require (75) or permit
(76) DNA untwisting.
This work illustrates that studies of small repression
loops containing an E. coli promoter can be complicated
by loop-independent repression at close promoter–
operator spacings. In vivo testing of DNA strain in even
smaller loops will require new designs where the promoter
is positioned outside of the DNA loop.
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Supplementary data are available at NAR Online.
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